RP664 – Children’s Front Protection Apron

This children’s apron is especially designed for universal use and therefore the optimal front protection for your little patients. The generously cut, overlapping back wings provide a balanced fit.

It should be easy to put on and remove, particularly for children’s X-ray protection. The model RP664 can be easily closed at the front with a variable snap buckle closure and gives enough leeway for the exact fit. Children’s X-ray protection is manufactured by MAVIG with the innovative NovaLite radiation protection material to achieve the best possible weight ratio and thus impose only the most necessary physical strain on the children.

- **Protective Material**: NovaLite - radiation protective material
- **Lead Equivalent**: Front protection 0.50 mmPb / Back panels 0.25 mmPb
- **Outer Cover/Colour**: ComforTex® HPMF, ComforTex® HPMF Plus (designs only), available in the colours: Titan, Blue Admiral, Regatta, Curacao, Lagoon, Mandarin, Orchidee, Baccara, or designs: Happy, Nautilus
- **Size**: SMALL Length: 59 cm, Width: 35 cm, for children 3 to 5 years old
  MEDIUM Length: 67 cm, Width: 43 cm, for children 6 to 8 years old
  LARGE Length: 84 cm, Width: 45 cm, for children 9 to 12 years old